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WBS 2: Coordinate Detector (“CDet”)

This presentation focuses only on the Coordinate Detector.

Other WBS 2 components:
� Exit field clamp – R. Wines’ presentation
� Detector frames, Electronics Hut, Lead shielding – R. Wines’ presentation
� HCAL Trigger – B. Moffit’s presentation
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What is CDet?

A scintillator hodoscope placed in front of the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters
for charge particle detection.

Accurately measures electron track’s vertical coordinate in GEp experiment.
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Functions of CDet

In GEp experiment, finding the correct proton track in the spectrometer in presence of
very high background rates is possible only due to the angular correlation between
elastic electron and recoil proton.

CDet is used in GEp, GEn, and GMn experiments as a passive detector, it is not part of
on-line trigger.

In GEp, CDet is used to measure electron track’s vertical coordinate to reconstruct with
high accuracy (because of small beam size) the vertical electron scattering angle.

This in turn defines a stripe-like area (width defined by CDet’s resolution) on the face of
first SBS GEM tracker, where proton’s track should be searched and allows reconstruction
of proton’s track with efficiencies greater than 95%.

Once the proton’s track is determined, exact kinematic correlations between elastic electron
and recoil proton momenta are used to isolate elastic peak from inelastic background.

The ∼1-2 mm coordinate resolution of CDet (compared to σECAL ∼ 7 mm) makes an in-plane
electron-proton angular correlation cut more than a factor of two tighter than could be done
without CDet’s information.

Aditionally, smaller detection probability in CDet (∼ 25%) for γ from π0 decay (from dominant
physics background of π0 production) allows reduction of inelastics by a factor of 4 compared
to GEM-based configuration.
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CDet performance parameters

CDet coordinate resolution <<< 3.0 mm
Time resolution <<< 2.0 ns
Efficiency per plane >>> 95 %
Rate capability per bar (Ethresh>>> 3.5 MeV) 0.5 MHz
Electronic dead time (50 ns per pulse) <<< 10 %
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CDet configuration

CDet in SBS experiments:
GEp – as a vertical coordinate detector (WBS 3 – Proton Form Factor)
GEn – as a charged particle veto (WBS 2 – Neutron Form Factor)
GMn – as a proton tagger

Detector configuration:
Two planes with sensitive areas of (102 cm ××× 294 cm).

Each plane includes three 98-cm tall “modules”.
Each module consists of:
� 392 scintillator bars (0.5 cm ××× 4.0 cm ××× 51 cm) with individual readout.

Total of 1,176 readout channels per plane (3 modules).

Light output via fast WLS fibers (through a 3 mm � central hole along length of each bar)
coupled to 16-channel maPMTs. Fiber is connected to PMT at one end.

Front-end amplifier/discriminator, A/D, card produces a logical signal for digitization
by 1877S TDC for the DAQ.
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Schematic layout of GEp experiment

CDet two planes placed in front of ECAL in electron arm, works as a vertical coordinate
detector in GEp.
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Schematic layout of GEn, GMn experiments

CDet modules placed as one plane in front of HCAL-J in hadron arm, works as a charged
particle veto in GEn and as a proton tagger in GMn.
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SBS 2014 DOE Review

Review comments for CDet:
The collaboration should consider having a reflecting surface on the non-MAPMT end of the
CDet fibers.
� Response: Detailed studies of light yield from scintillators with WLS fibers mirrored at one end

completed – effect of mirror is ∼ 40% increase in light yield.

The plan for shimming the scintillator slats could be quite labor intensive as it involves getting
the mylar wrap flat and applying the tape for shimming. Workforce availability should be
considered carefully.
� Response: New design of scintillator plane has been developed and implemented in module

construction.

The proponents should consider using the mechanical prototype to develop a simpler
technique for achieving the projective geometry, such as rotating entire groups of slats by
mechanical means in the mounting structure.
� Response: Major improvements made in mounting structure of scintillator bars such that groups of

14-strip bundles glued together and mounted at definite angles for accurate alignment and pointing
of scintillators to target.
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Scintillator and WLS production

Fermilab’s Extrusion Line Facility produced ∼ 1,340 scintillator strips (April 2015).

CDet specifications: width = 40 mm, thickness = 7.0 mm, with central hole � = 3.0 mm.

Produced 785 “best” strips with widths (39.34 – 39.49) mm, thickness (7.35 – 7.42) mm,
and central hole � (3.48 – 3.62) mm.

Eljen Technology machined top and bottom surfaces of 732 of the “best” strips
to make thickness uniform to 5.0±0.08 mm (May 2015).

All scintillators cut into 51-cm long strips at Carnegie Mellon Univ. (August 2015).

WLS fiber – 2 mm � BCF-92 fast blue to green shifter:

Total of 2,860 m of fiber produced by Saint Gobain (April 2015).
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Fabrication of 14-scintillator groups

Individual scintillators wrapped w/ aluminized Mylar and grouped in 14-strips bundles glued
together and mounted at definite angles for accurate alignment and pointing of scintillators to
target.

Rotatable vise with two angling clamps confining 14 scintillators under pressure.

Several precision angling clamps.

Fabrication accuracy of 14-strips group ∼ 250 µm.
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Module assembly and PMT-WLS fiber adapter
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Module assembly fabrication and alignment

Geometry of 14-strips bundle accurately defined.

Total of 168 14-strips scintillator bundles = 8 bundles ××× 21 angular intervals.
Base plate fabricated with 21 differrent precise angle positions for module construction.
Clamp angle starts from 0◦ with increment of 0.86◦ between clamps.
Scintillator bundles mounted on module base plate (6 pieces) using special clamps.

WLS fiber cutting and polishing assembly completed for both ends of scintillator bar.
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CDet Module assembly

Total of 168 14-strips groups (28 groups per module) to be constructed.

Construction of first CDet module started.

Fabrication of all 28 units of 14-scintillators groups and 16-fibers WLS bundles for one CDet
module completed.

Assembly and quality control checks of scintillator groups and fiber bundles are in progress.
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PMT characterization and selection

I Normalized pixel ADC response vs pixel ADC
average signal-width.

I “Uniformity of response” within 16 pixels of each PMT.

I Direct current measurement of pixels.

I At 50 KHz average current for Type 1 PMTs
is 2.5××× higher than for Type 2.

Select only Type 1 PMTs for CDet.
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Gain equalizing board for 16 anode PMTs

R-r resistor pair adjusts (±2%) currents to minimal current over 16 anodes.

R-r resistor pair tabulated for all 602 PMTs; 9632 currents measured.

Gain equalizing boards design finalized and production of boards is in progress.
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Module readout boards and light collection efficiency

NINO-based A/D boards design finalized and 2 cards tested for threshold level and LVDS
and amplifier amplitudes. Production of all 168 boards is in progress in Glasgow.

Light collection efficiency tests w/ cosmics (w/ perpendicular tracks) on 14-strips bundles
completed:
� 4 - 5 n.p.e. measured for a single 0.5 cm thick scintillator strip.

(n.p.e. 8××× greater for 4 cm wide strips)
� Mirror glued to WLS fiber on non-PMT end increased light yield by ∼ 40 %.
� Effect of optical glue injected in fiber channel increased light yield by ∼ 60 %.
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Readout board tests

NINO cards tested with low charge input signals that correspond to signals expected from
CDet (0.6 mA w/ 8 ns pulse duration).

Noise level was well below the minimal threshold (0.02 mA input signal).

Minimal threshold corresponds to 0.14 pC input charge at 50% efficiency, and to 0.18 pC
at 100% efficiency. Minimal threshold is close to the required value of 0.16 pC.
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Electronics acquisition status

Item Status
NINO A/D front-end boards production in FY15-16
LVDS→ ECL level translators on-hand
Gain equalizing boards production in FY15-16
HV mainframes/cards on-hand
Multi-anode PMTs and bases on-hand
1877S TDC modules on-hand
FASTBUS on-hand
Trigger Interrupt modules on-hand
DAQ CPU ordered in FY16
DAQ SFI modules 9 needed, 8 on-hand, 1 needs repair
HV and multiwire flat cables to be procured
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WBS 2.1 milestones for CDet

Level Milestone Scheduled Date Status
3 Finish testing of module prototype 8/30/2014 Completed
3 Scintillator ordered 9/30/2014 Completed
2 CDET module design completed 11/30/2014 Completed
3 WLS fibers ordered 1/15/2015 Completed
3 Scintillator shipped for machining 4/30/2015 Completed
3 Begin preparation of WLS fibers 6/15/2015 Completed
3 Begin construction of CDET module 9/01/2015 Done
3 Assembled one CDET module 10/15/2015 In progress
3 Assembled one CDET plane 3/15/2016
2 Coordinate Detector assembled 8/15/2016

1 Project completion 1/29/2017
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Summary

Coordinate Detector project for the SBS Program is well underway.

Significantly improved design of module assembly and fabrication of all parts completed.

Design and testing of readout boards and gain equalizing boards for all PMTs completed
and their production is in progress.

Light collection efficiency studies of scintillators with WLS fibers completed.

Construction of first CDet module’s scintillator groups and WLS fiber bundles completed.

Quality control of module construction is in progress.

Coordinate Detector assembly to be completed by August 15, 2016.

Project completion date is January 29, 2017.
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